Dr. Margôt Maddison-MacFadyen graduated from MUN’s interdisciplinary PhD program in May 2017. Her program of studies crossed the boundaries of two faculties, Education and Humanities and Social Sciences, and four subject areas, Education, Gender Studies, History, and Literature. Her non-traditional dissertation “Reclaiming Histories of Enslavement from the Maritime Atlantic and a Curriculum: The History of Mary Prince” includes a website: www.maryprince.org. Since graduation Maddison-MacFadyen has been employed by Nipissing University’s (ON) History and Geography departments, first as a Canada Research Chair Postdoctoral Fellow, and currently as a Banting Postdoctoral Fellow. Her Banting research project is titled “Mind the Onion Seed!: The Bermuda Onion, Slave Narratives, Plant Knowledge and Seventeenth- to Twentieth-Century Commerce in the Global North Atlantic.” Maddison-MacFadyen also annually teaches History 2026 – The British Slave Trade in the Atlantic through Nipissing’s Blackboard Learn. In 2018, she was employed by Bermuda’s Department of Community and Cultural Affairs to research the latter days of Bermuda’s National Hero Mary Prince (c. 1788 – c. 1833). The result of Maddison-MacFadyen’s PhD research and her more recent research for Bermuda is a planned book about Mary Prince written from the perspective of an historical geographer. She will co-author this book with Bermudian historian Dr. Clarence Maxwell (Millersville University, PA). Maddison-MacFadyen has been published in both cultural and scholarly journals, including the Newfoundland Quarterly, Slavery & Abolition: A Journal of Slave and Post-Slave Studies, and the Bermuda Journal of Archaeology and Maritime History. Her most recent article, co-authored with dendrochronologist Dr. Adam Csank (University of Nevada), is forthcoming in Historical Geography. Click here to visit Maddison-MacFadyen’s LinkedIn site.